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Abstract

Seeded region growing is one approach towards segmenting im-
ages for further processing. This paper proposes an extension
to the standard approach to seed region growing which allows
multiple seed points or seed areas in the region of interest and
maintains separate information about these seed points. This
means that regions of interest which do not have homogeneous
properties but are logically the same area can be segmented as a
single region. The modified approach has been applied to some
synthetic and real images and gives promising results.

1. Introduction
Identifying the various regions of an image is an important task
in feature extraction and image recognition. The problem can
be approached in two ways – trying to find the boundaries be-
tween regions (finding edges in the images) or by using the idea
of similarity to find the regions themselves. Region growing
[1, 2, 3, 4] is one way of tackling the problem by considering
the regions directly. The simplest approach to region growing
is pixel aggregation where the process starts with a number of
seed points and regions are grown from these seed points ap-
pending to each seed point any neighbouring pixels which are
“similar” to the seed point. Region growing is a useful tech-
nique to consider when segmenting images because it is simple,
can give good results and, even if it is not the final result of
segmentation, can be a good starting point for other techniques.

A problem with region growing is that it relies on pixels
in the regions being grown having some similarity property. In
some instances the regions which one would like to identify do
not have similar gray level or colour values. Consider for exam-
ple the portion of a bunker (a hazard on a golf course) shown in
Figure 1. Here the shaded areas in the bunker and the areas of
the bunker in full sun are logically part of the same region. This
problem could be tackled by segmenting the original image into
a number of regions which have homogeneous gray level values
and then merging the regions together into larger regions. An-
other approach is to use the power of seeded region growing
[2] and define a number of seeds in the region of interest where
each seed point (or possibly seed area) is representative of a part
of the region of interest. If a point being considered by the al-
gorithm is “close” in value to any of the seeds of a region then
it is added to that region. This paper considers an improvement
to the seeded region growing algorithm of Adams and Bischof
[2] that makes use of this idea.

The paper is structured as follows. First a description of
the algorithm by Adams and Bischof [2] is presented, then the
improvements to the algorithm are discussed, and finally some
results of applying the algorithms to segment images of hazards
on a golf course are presented.

2. The algorithm
The approach taken by Adams and Bischof [2] is to begin by
choosing a set of seed points (or seed areas) in the image where
one or more of the seed points (areas) represent each region of
interest in the image. The initialisation phase of the algorithm
is then to label each seed point according to the regions that
they represent and to calculate the mean value for each region
from the values of the seeds in that region. Then the differ-
ence between each neighbouring pixel of each seed point and
the mean of the region in which the seed falls is calculated (δ)
and these neighbours are inserted into a data structure called
a sequentially sorted list (SSL) which is maintained in sorted
order based on the values of δ for each neighbour.

The algorithm then proceeds by considering each point in
the SSL in turn. Here the first point is removed from the SSL
and compared to its neighbours to determine which region it
should be merged with. Two difference approaches to dealing
with the point can be taken – these are shown in Figures 2 and
3.

The first approach (Figure 2) flags boundary pixels (pixels
which fall between two or more regions). In this case each of
the neighbours of the current point which is already part of a
region is checked and if all of these neighbours are part of the
same region then the current point is added to that region as well
and the mean of the region is updated. The neighbours of the
current point are then added to the SSL (if they are not already
there or already assigned to a region). If the neighbouring points
are not all of the same region then the current pixel is flagged as
a boundary point.

The second version of the algorithm (Figure 3) appends the
current point from the SSL to the region which it is closest to
in value. This is determined by calculating the difference in
value between the current point and the mean of the region in
which each of its neighbouring points falls. The mean of the
region that the current point is added to is then updated and the
neighbours of the current point are then added to the SSL (if
they are not already there or already assigned to a region).

Clearly the performance of the algorithm, in terms of accu-
racy of segmentation, is affected by the choice of seed points.
If the regions are relatively noiseless then picking a single seed
point with a value typical of the region will give a good result.
If the region is noisy then a small seed area or a number of seed
points in the region is likely to give a better starting mean value
and hence a better segmentation.

Note that the algorithm will append every pixel in an image
to some region (or flag it as a boundary pixel) of the image
even if the value of the pixel is very different to the region to
which it is eventually apppended. This does have the positive
effect of removing noise or unwanted artifacts from the region
of interest. It could, however, also have the effect of possibly



Figure 1: A portion of a bunker near the eighteenth green at Parkview Golf Course

01 For each seedpoint, s

02 label s according to the region it represents
03 For each region r

04 For each seedpoint, s in r

05 Update the mean of r using the value of s

06 For each seedpoint s

07 For each neighbour k of s

08 Calculate δ for k based on the mean of the region containing s

09 Insert k into the correct place in the sequentially sorted list (SSL)
based on the value of δ

10 While the SSL is not empty
11 Remove the first point, y, from the SSL
12 If all the labeled neighbours of y have the same label

(ignoring those with the boundary label)
13 Then
14 Set y’s label to be this label
15 Update the mean of the corresponding region
16 For each neighbour k of y

17 If k has not been set and k is not in SSL
18 Then
19 Calculate δ for k based on the mean of the region containing y

20 Add k to the SSL based on δ

21 Else
22 Label y with the boundary label

Figure 2: The Seeded Region Growing algorithm due to Adams and Bischof [2] with boundary flagging

giving different segmentations of images based on the location
of seed points even if the seed points have the same values.

3. The modified algorithm
As mentioned earlier in some instances the regions which one
would like to grow might not have similar gray level or colour
values. In this section modifications of the algorithms by
Adams and Bischof [2] discussed above that address this prob-
lem are presented. The algorithms allow the definition of a num-
ber of seeds in each region of interest, where each seed point (or
possibly seed area) is representative of a part of that region. If
any point being considered by the algorithm is “close” in value
to any of the seeds of a region and is “near” to that region then

it is added to the region.

Figures 4 and 5 give the detail of this modification to the
original algorithms. The first difference to the algorithms in the
previous section is in the setting of the means – here each re-
gion will have a number of seed points (or as an extension, seed
areas) and each of these will have its own initial mean value
set (see line 03 in each algorithm). In the boundary flagging
version of the algorithm each point from the SSL is checked to
see if its already allocated neighbours are in the same region.
If they are, then the point is added to that region but only the
mean of the seed to which the point is closest in value is up-
dated (lines 13 to 17). As before, once this updating has been
done, the neighbours of the current point are added to the SSL



01 For each seedpoint, s

02 label s according to the region it represents
03 For each region r

04 For each seedpoint, s in r

05 Update the mean of r using the value of s

06 For each seedpoint s

07 For each neighbour k of s

08 Calculate δ for k based on the mean of the region containing s

09 Insert k into the correct place in the sequentially sorted list (SSL)
based on the value of δ

10 While the SSL is not empty
11 Remove the first point, y, from the SSL
12 For each labeled neighbour p of y

13 Determine the difference δ between y and the mean of the region containing p

14 Determine the label for the neighbour with the smallest difference
15 Set y’s label to be this label
16 Update the mean of the corresponding region
17 For each neighbour k of y

18 If k has not been set and k is not in SSL
19 Then
20 Calculate δ for k based on the mean of the region containing y

21 Add k to the SSL based on δ

Figure 3: The Seeded Region Growing algorithm due to Adams and Bischof [2] using the minimum difference criterion

01 For each seedpoint, s

02 Label s according to the region, r, it represents
03 Update the mean of the group rs of r represented by s using the value of s

04 For each neighbour k of s

05 For each group ri of the region r containing s

06 Calculate δ for k based on the mean of ri

07 Choose the smallest such δ

08 Insert k into the correct place in the SSL based on the value of this δ

09 While the SSL is not empty
10 Remove the first point, y, from the SSL
11 If all the labeled neighbours of y have the same label

(ignoring those with the boundary label)
12 Then
13 Set y’s label to be this label
14 For each group ri in the region r with this label
15 Calculate the difference δ between y and the mean of ri

16 Choose the group which results in the smallest such δ

17 Update the mean of this group
18 For each neighbour k of y

19 If k has not been set and k is not in SSL
20 Then
21 For each group ri of the region r containing y

22 Calculate δ for k based on the mean of ri

23 Choose the smallest such δ

24 Add k to the SSL based on this minimum δ

25 Else
26 Label y with the boundary label

Figure 4: The modified seeded region growing algorithm with boundary flagging



01 For each seedpoint, s

02 Label s according to the region, r, it represents
03 Update the mean of the group rs of r represented by s using the value of s

04 For each neighbour k of s

05 For each group ri of the region r containing s

06 Calculate δ for k based on the mean of ri

07 Choose the smallest such δ

08 Insert k into the correct place in the SSL based on the value of this δ

09 While the SSL is not empty
10 Remove the first point, y, from the SSL
12 For each labeled neighbour p of y

13 For each group rt which is in the same region as p

14 Determine the difference δt between y and the group rt

15 Determine the smallest such δt

16 Using the δts find the neighbour with the smallest δ

17 Determine the label for the neighbour with the smallest δ

18 Set y’s label to be this label
19 For each group ri in the region r with this label
20 Calculate the difference δ between y and the mean of ri

21 Choose the group which results in the smallest such δ

22 Update the mean of this group
23 For each neighbour k of y

24 If k has not been set and k is not in SSL
25 Then
26 For each group ri of the region r containing y

27 Calculate δ for k based on the mean of ri

28 Choose the smallest such δ

29 Add k to the SSL based on this minimum δ

Figure 5: The modified seeded region growing algorithm using the minimum difference criterion

but here the mean for the seed group of the appropriate region
which gives the smallest δ is used.

In the minimum difference version of the algorithm (Figure
5) the main difference in the algorithm is in the determination
of which region to append the current point to – this is done by
calculating the difference in value between the current point and
each seed group for the region in which the neighbour appears
and picking the minimum and then finding the closest neighbour
using these minimum differences. Setting the means for each
seed of each region and updating the means is done as in the
boundary flagging version of the algorithm.

4. Results

The standard SRG algorithm [2] and the modified SRG algo-
rithm were applied to a number of synthetic and real images.
The real images are grey level and colour images of hazards
(bunkers) on a golf course. In this paper the results of running
the algorithms on images of the bunker shown in Figure 1 in
Section 1 are presented. Figure 6 shows the input image with
the seeds used in the various algorithms marked by crosses.

Figure 7 shows the result of using the standard algorithm
applied to a colour image of the bunker (shown in grey scale in
this paper as Figure 1) using two seed points – one in the bunker
and one on the grass surround. It is clear that the algorithm does
a good segmentation of image except in the top left corner of the
image where the shadow leads to some errors in the segmenta-
tion – the bunker region grows into what is actually part of the

grass surround. Note that the portion of the bunker seen in the
top right corner of the image is included in the grass region –
it would have been possible to specify a separate region for this
bunker but it was not a real area of interest and it was decided
to allow the algorithm to include it in the grass region.

Using the extended algorithm as proposed in Section 3 on
the same colour image and choosing a number of seed points in
each region leads to the segmentation shown in Figure 8. This
is clearly a good segmentation of the image.

If the original algorithm (where one mean is maintained for
each region rather than a mean for each seed point of each re-
gion) is used with a number of seeds points in the regions of
interest then the segmentation is very poor (see Figure 9). The
result here is worse than that for using a single seed point in
each region of interest. It seems that this poor result could be
due to the order in which points are inserted into the SSL. The
neighbours of each seed point are inserted in turn based on their
difference from the value of the seed point. If the seedpoints
are well chosen (i.e. representative of that part of the region)
then these points are all added near to the beginning of the SSL
and this means that the neighbours of the last seed point in a
region all appear near the beginning of the SSL. This favours
growing around that point and makes the mean for the region
tend towards the value of that seed point which could be quite
different to the values of other seed points in the region. In the
figure shown the algorithm favours the seed points in the full
sun on the grass and grows from those first eating into the full
sun portion of the bunker as it does so. It should be possible



Figure 6: The input image with seed points marked by crosses

Figure 7: The segmentation of the colour image using a single seed point in each region of interest

Figure 8: The segmentation resulting from applying the modification proposed in this paper

to amend the algorithm to address this problem but that seems
unneccessary based on the performance of the extended algo-
rithm.

The algorithms were also applied to a grey scale version of

the image shown in Figure 1. In this case some information
has been lost as there is now only one colour band. The results
for both single seed points in each region of interest and for
multiple seed points with a single mean per region were poor.



Figure 9: The segmentation resulting from using multiple seed point and a single mean in each region of interest

Figure 10: The result of applying the modified algorithm to the grey scale version of the input image

The modified algorithm performed better than both of these but
even so the results were somewhat disappointing (see Figure
10).

The algorithms were applied to other similar images and
similar results were observed. Ongoing work is to apply the al-
gorithms to other types of images – specifically, in this context,
to ponds, streams, etc and to cart paths.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents a simple modification to an existing algo-
rithm [2] for seeded region growing. The modified algorithm
allows for the selection of multiple seed points in the regions of
interest of an image. Each seed point represents portions of the
region that have different properties from the rest of the region
but are still obviously part of the region and should be grown as
such. As an example, the shaded and unshaded regions of the
bunker in Figure 1 have different properties but are both still
part of the same region. The modified algorithm keeps track of
information related to each seed point and uses this to decide on
which region a given pixel is appended to.

The algorithm is simple to implement and gives good seg-
mentations of the images tested. There seems to be scope to use
it in other domains (for example medical imaging) as a primary

segmentation technique even if it is not used to give the final
segmentation.
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